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President’s Message
I don’t feel the need to go through what everyone
and the Sanctuary has had to put up with (Covid)
this past year, we are just hoping for some form
of normal to return!
Unfortunately, we only booked six school classes
this spring due to limited volunteer Nature
Interpreters. We need to keep the school
programs going to maintain our mission of being a
teaching forest! We can only do that if we have
the volunteers to help. Nature Interpreters don’t
need to be biologists; all the training they will
need is provided here at the Sanctuary. The
training is basic ecology 101. We are only teaching
Kindergarten to grade 5/6, how hard can it be?
You’ll have a great time, I promise!
OK, here’s the good news…we received funding
for the Summer Day camp this year and begin July
5th until August 31st. Our day camp will only host
16-18 children this year to comply with current
Covid guidelines.
And more good news…our trail maintenance
volunteers have been busy keeping the trails open
and clean. Last newsletter we mentioned that our
Yew Loop restoration project was front, and
center and that Costal Community Credit Union
has contributed a 3,000.00 grant. As you know
we needed much more to do a proper restoration.
We started a go-fund me for the sanctuary and
put up a sign at the Yew Loop entrance, explaining
our predicament. Well, the public, our members
and a couple of contractors came through with
their support. We were blown away by everyone’s
generosity. I cannot say THANK YOU enough!

Once we have everything in place the Yew Loop
will be closed for at least 2 weeks. A notice will go
up to inform the public when this will take place
and the magic will begin.
Due to the increase of visitors to Morrell Nature
Sanctuary, most of our trails are in desperate
need of work. In fact, some of the trails need
boardwalks over the exposed roots to protect
them and make it easier for visitors and children
in our programs to maneuver. We have many
other projects on the to do list, we just need more
donations. Please keep supporting the Society; it
is gratefully appreciated.
The Morrell Sanctuary has lost another longstanding valuable board member and volunteer,
Harry Adcock. Harry had been with us for over 20
plus years. Harry will be sadly missed.
Bob Harvey
President
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Harry Adcock
Harry Adcock 1941-2021
For close to 15 years Harry volunteered his time
as a Nature Interpreter, then switched to Trail
Maintenance for the past 5 years. When Harry’s
health stopped him from enjoying the
camaraderie of working with the trail crews, he
insisted on coming to make coffee and setting
up goodies for the crew returning from work on
the trails.
Harry was a man of few words but made his
voice hard more than once during his 14-year
tenure on the Board of Directors. Serving as Vice
President the last 4 ½ years.
Harry also assisted when we held interpretive
visits for seniors’ home residents, he so kindly
volunteered to help push a wheelchair around
the Yew Loop.
He was passionate about his responsibilities and
his role here at Morrell Nature Sanctuary and for
that, we will always be grateful.
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Poem
When a Tree Falls in the Forest
The trees fell where they did
Resting unapologetically among the living
Some lean, some support, others slump
But they all bridge space and time
The flitterers and the scurriers perch briefly on
the shoulders of giants
Gathering wits, discerning a next course of
action
Anchoring their mental map of this season
There are stumps, healed of their splinters
Alive, unboughed, contented with modest
ambitions
Wily traders in the underground economy
Inside the weathered bark a factory bustle
A motivated work force of beetles and fungi,
apartment dwellers, and chiselers gouge out an
honest wage
Sinking their investments in humus
The lie that is "life or death" is laid bare here
And re-laid fully dressed
Calaveras making merry in the graveyard.
Anonymous

Office Hours
Office Hours:
Sunday
9:00 AM – 12:00 PM
(Last Sunday of the month closed)
Monday
9:30 AM – 12:30 PM
Tuesday
CLOSED
Wednesday 9:30 AM – 12:30 PM
(3rd Wed of month 9:00AM-12:00PM)
Thursday
9:30 AM – 12:30 PM
Friday
CLOSED
Saturday
CLOSED
Hours may fluctuate, please call ahead.
Summer Camp Office Hours:
Monday – Friday
8AM-4PM
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Yew Loop Restoration Project Donations
On behalf of Morrell Nature Sanctuary and the
Board of Directors thank you so very much for
your donation to our Yew Loop Restoration
Project. Your donations have been incredibly
helpful for our project, and we can now proceed
with the restoration as soon as the engineer has
completed his survey of the bridge.
The substantial support from individuals like you
makes it possible for our organization to exist
and make the community a great place to live.

Corporate Donations
Hazelwood
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Island Aggregates – Supply of the driveway
chips for new trail base
Coastal Trucking – Hauling the chips from
the Island Aggregates to Morrell
Herold Engineering – Engineering review
of the bridge to confirm it is suitable
Extend Rentals – Supply equipment
needed for material placement
Hazelwood Construction – Supply the
work force to run the equipment to
complete the work.

Marie de Vos through the Nanaimo Foundation
Coastal Community Credit Union
Rick St. Denis for Lumber from Lumber Direct
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John Anderson
Jan Baldwin
Lynn Barnstead
Karen Bouthillier
Sean Broderick
Andrew/Kerri Bradley
Ardis Chen-See
Bob Colclough
Linda Cole
Sheila Crampton
Nicole Currie
Teresa Farrell
Clare Gibbs
Dena Hunter
Alan Kimber
Helen Kreowska
Denise MacKinnon
Cecile McCarthy
Beverly McCloskey
Laura/Scott McCloud
Linda Muir
Jocelyn Nelson
Shannon Obradovich
Evan Pearce
Kathleen Pettit
Sarah Pump
Will/Joanne Rishworth
Linda Rossnagel
Harold Rowe
Peter Sandland
Patricia Shalev
Valerie Stevenson
Anthony Townsend
Evan Volker
Vanessa Wainwright
Elaine Wade
Willow Park Tenants Association
Susan Wilson
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COVID-19 and its Impact on Morrell
Since the emergence of the pandemic in January
2020, the traffic of pedestrians on forest paths
have left evidence of human activity on the
natural world. As more people have extra time to
spend outside with family members, the parks
and forests experience greater traffic.
BC’s Provincial Health Officer, Dr. Bonnie Henry,
encourages British Columbians to get outside in
small groups for walking or cycling. And, with so
many people either working from home or laid
off, the local forests are seeing high volumes of
pedestrian travel.
Our Sanctuary can certainly handle the uptick in
human activity, if care is taken to stay on the
marked trails and dogs are leashed. The forest
floor is a delicate ecosystem of mosses and fungi.
Respecting its diversity will also nurture the
growth of cedar giants – most of which were
harvested at the turn of the century.
Maintaining a healthy forest means removing
destructive species which have been introduced
by our ancestors: Scottish Broom, Holly and
Daphne. Volunteers at Morrell navigate steep
slopes with pullers, clippers and sometimes
chainsaws to help create and maintain a vibrant
forest for indigenous species.
The Morrell Nature Sanctuary has become very
popular, given its proximity to urban populations
and its well-groomed trails. Although we have no
formal method for counting visitors, our parking
lot is frequently at capacity and visitors leave
their vehicles on Nanaimo Lakes Road to access
the Sanctuary’s paths.
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Please take care of our oasis of natural life at
Morrell and encourage others to do the same.
The forest is maintained by volunteers who
welcome your donations to sustain this urban
gem.
Written by: John Anderson

Trail Maintenance
Although we had to clear the parking lot of ice and
snow at one point during this past winter, the
otherwise mild weather has allowed the eager
volunteers to continue battling invasive
plants. They also accomplished routine repairs
and maintenance on trails and safety measures
such as replacing non-skid on bridges and
boardwalks. The annual chore of cleaning roofs
and gutters was completed on all buildings,
outhouses, kiosk, and lake gazebo. The incredibly
old memorial bench on the Lake trail has finally
been replaced by a new one and a boardwalk has
recently been constructed at the entry to Bob’s
Trail to deal with seasonal water problems.
It has been excessively dry on all the trails this
Spring, yet cigarette butts have been picked up by
volunteers along with bits of litter on the roads
and trails. As much as we hate to post more signs
in the Sanctuary, it appears necessary in order to
inform the many new users of our trails that this is
a “no smoking” property, and we would like to
preserve the forest for everyone’s enjoyment.
Thanks to all the volunteers who eagerly and
faithfully return week after week or have recently
joined our crew. Your work here does not go
unnoticed by visitors and is very much
appreciated.
Val Booth
Trail Maintenance Co-ordinator
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Being a Bird in North America

We currently have this hardcover book available
to purchase in the office. It retails for $44.95 in
stores however we are offering it to you for
$20.00.
This book is intended for a wide audience which
includes, birders, nature lovers, those interested
in conservation or people who simply enjoy
humor. Each species page is a lesson and can be
used for classes in environmental studies.
The book includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nature and Life/Biodiversity
Geographical Scope
Cartoon Pictures
Photographs
Shore birds
Raptors
Waterfowl
Loons
Marsh birds
And more
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Ode to Volunteers
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Ode to Volunteers

“I went to the woods because I wished to live
deliberately, to front only the essential facts
of life, and see if I could not learn what it had
to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover
that I had not lived.”
Henry David Thoreau (1817 - 1862)

